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EU is about
-

Policies in the frame of our legal duties
very much depending on political will
the example of energy
EU laws, to be implemented at national and regional level
Programmes and projects, get the best out of HORIZON
2020

- The example of health and safety at work
- Much EU legislation in the 90th
- Cooperation between Labour Inspectorates through a
Senior Labour Inspectors Committee
- European Agency for health and safety

Energy does not imply only
research and innovation
Capacity building is key:
- At the level of public Administrations, facing the risk of
working in silos and the multi-level governance challenge
- This is often about a good political leadership and enough
administrative capacity
- But also about cooperation between public and private
stakeholders
- And cooperation between regions and countries
- What can be expected from the EU ?

European regional policy
One of the EU policies most closely related to "capacity
building" – implying synergies with the Research and
Innovation policy
Smart specialization RIS3 is a pillar of the regional policy:
- + 300 billion for the period 2014-2020
- Innovation is the first priority
- All Member States and/or Regions must set up an
innovation strategy
- Through an “entrepreneurial discovery process” which
offers a large space to clusters in particular
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Key elements of RIS3
RIS3 is an entrepreneurial discovery process leading to an
economic transformation of the regions by:
- selecting priorities based on existing and potential competitive
advantages, to be reinforced and diversified
- Mobilizing and developing R&I potential for meeting
business needs & capacities
- Targeting emerging market opportunities and promoting
cooperation between regions to avoid fragmentation and
duplication of efforts
- Involving public/private stakeholders & funding sources

Steps to RIS3
(1) Analysis

Step 1: Analysis of regional potential for
innovation-driven differentiation
Step 2: RIS 3 design and governance –
ensuring participation & ownership

RIS 3 Strategy

Step 3: Elaboration of an overall vision for
the future of the region
Step 4: Selection of priorities for RIS3 +
definition of objectives
Step 5: Definition of coherent policy mix,
roadmaps and action plan
Step 6: Integration of monitoring and
evaluation mechanisms

(2) Process

(6) Monitoring

(3) Vision

(5) Policy mix

(4) Priorities

Register here:

http://s3platform.jrc.ec.europa.eu/registration
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RIS 3 in practice – the
case of Aragon
- Strong and diversified Ecosystem of research and innovation
- High level of education

- Good tradition of planning at the regional level
- Good use of FP 7, two clever "Regions of Knowledge" projects in
logistics and water management
- The major challenge is to be found at the level of the Public
Regional Authority: much politics, weak administrative capacity
- Good dialogue between public and private stakeholders but this
does not necessarily mean efficient cooperation

Aquitaine, Bordeaux,
France
One of the most interesting examples in France:
- Strong leadership at the level of the Regional authority in the
frame of a centralized country
- Regional innovation strategy already since 2007
- Much attention devoted to cross border cooperation

- In particular with the Bask Country and between Universities

Upper Rhine, between Germany,
Switzerland and France
One of the most interesting examples of clusters
involvement in a cross border cooperation process:

- www.rmtmo.eu
- political leadership, strong companies and clusters, Universities
- Common interregional projects, “sciences offensive”

- Not only business, also a cultural cross border component

South Moravia, Brno,
Czech Republic
One of the most interesting examples in Central Europe:
- Science and research tradition, 80000 students
- RIS 3 in the hands of a Regional Innovation Agency, planning
since 2001
- Good dialogue with innovative companies more than clusters

- International competitive advantage but brain drain is a
challenge

A difficult process in any case
Europe is facing many challenges at the same time, this is
certainly the case in other parts of the world too, such as:
- Involving small and large centralized and decentralized countries

- Closing down of Regional development Agencies in England
- Lack of trust between stakeholders in many Central Europe
countries
- Lack of administrative capability in many countries in the south
of Europe
- Doubts about the European integration process

In the end, capacity
building requires
- A human factor, education (from a large perspective) is key
- Clever strategies, smart specialization is a good example

- Public awareness and engagement… probably the most difficult
parameter because it is embedded in cultural – societal fabrics
and changes are usually slow and require many efforts
- In any case international networking is one of the best ways to
learn from one another

Added value of European networks
Cooperation is needed from a longer term perspective,
European networks can help:

- ESEIA
- Energy Cities, Convenant of Mayors
- EURADA, ERRIN…
- Cross border cooperation networks…
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